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Day #4 of New Play Week and our second day of performances couldn't be kept down by
the rainy overcast weather! The energy was a bit quieter as we settled into the rhythm of
the week. A lot of good self-care was seen in the lobby with students taking care of
homework before finals week, enjoying good snacks, coloring, and helping each other
with projects.
Load-in for Stars and Stones went smoothly and much was accomplished during the
daytime tech periods. Stage manager Sophie Young is one of our newest SMs in the
department and this is the first stage management experience for ASM Delaney
Waterman. Much thanks to Sophie and Delaney for signing on to navigate and support
New Play Festival while still in the early stages of your craft; we're grateful to have you
on this team and your courage in taking on a full production is noticed!
Our reading of the day, I Shall Not Be Moved by Isaiah Reaves and directed by Caroline
Clay, saw the whole room clapping and singing along with Virginia Muturi who held the
room in the one-person show. See attached photos for the smallest but very mighty team
of the Festival! Also included is a photo of Lisa Schlesinger sharing her appreciation and
congratulations with the team immediately following the show--it was an effort to get a
photo of those three together among all of the hugs being asked of them!
5:30 and 9:00pm saw IT'S LIKE RIDING A BIKE come to life with exercise bikes and
raining flower petals. Multiple instances of audience members holding hands, tearing
up, or sitting cozily together were seen which is a testament to the intimacy and
engagement of that show.
Strike was wonderfully well-attended with much laughter and teamwork. See attached
photo for another successful load out team!
A reminder: while the beginning of the Festival has been so strong, this is a heavy
workload for many at the end of a semester where we've already done a festival (!) and
while still navigating the pandemic. Please be kind to yourself and others and take
breaks, ask for help, drink some water, and give yourself lots of grace.
Shoutouts and special thanks: Caroline Clay, Mary Mayo, Monte Howell, and Isaac
Addai for helping Dylan reset TB 172 after the reading--and to Katie McClellan for the
quick action in adding more seats just before house open! Also a big thanks to Mady
Davis for lending a hand for some PSM on Duty shifts!
Today's volunteers and team members: Sonya Madrigal, Eric Stone, Dorothy Craven,
Sophie Young, Nicole Blodig, Bethany Kasperek, Alastair Ramirez, Kaelen Novak,
Abigail Mansfield Coleman, Aaron Castle, Nick Vogt, Ann Kreitman, Elizabeth Sarsfield,
Emma Silverman, Sara Alvidrez, Matthew Ennis Neal, Alice Berberdick, Tyler Salow,
Sophia Kilburg, Victor Maldonado, Kat Guerrero, J.J. Jones, Delaney Waterman,

DeZhane Antoinette, Mady Davis, Mark Bruckner, Kyle Watkins, Kaia Burkum, Sophia
Kilburg, Mathew Kier, Ted Buckley, Katie Gucik, Felipe Bombonato, Monte Howell,
Amanda Keating, Emily Berkheimer, Hallie Patterson, Margo Skornia, Demi Makeig,
Justin Hettlage, Jackson Kopesky, Paul Kalina, Dazjane Meadows-Sanders, Isaac Addai,
Orlando Lopez, Miriam Ochs, Jeremy Geragotelis, Rob Ascher, Margo Skornia, Mikey
Taylor, Olivia Foster, Julia Corbett, Eric Hansen
With much gratitude and appreciation,
Dylan Nicole Martin

